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A Forgotten Masterpiece of Cartography for Roman Historians: Pierre Lapie’s 

Orbis Romanus ad Illustranda Itineraria (1845) 

 

All of Tony Birley’s Roman emperors – Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, Septimius 

Severus – were great travelers, and it is abundantly obvious from his writing that he 

delights in tracing their movements. In each of the three biographies, the Geographical 

Index is an invaluable aid to the reader, therefore. Not surprisingly, by far the longest 

Geographical Index is in Hadrian: The Restless Emperor (1997), extending almost ten 

pages from Abae – “little Abae in Phocis” (186) – to the Zilchi.1 For modern scholars to 

gain the appropriate geographical perspective, maps are naturally essential; but it is 

notorious that adequate provision of them to cover the vast span of the Roman empire in 

all its complexity has always been a source of special difficulty. 

 

How poignant it is, therefore, to become aware of a remarkable set of nine maps, all 

uncolored, which furnish a unique tool of clear potential value that has never been 

realized because of persistent neglect. These nine comprise a modern representation of 

the Roman world from the Antonine Wall in Scotland to Hierasycaminos on the border 

between Egypt and Nubia2 at a uniform scale of approximately 1:3,400,000, on which are 

traced out in detail the ‘routes’ appearing on the Peutinger Map and listed in the Antonine 

Itinerary (ItAnt) and Bordeaux/Jerusalem Itinerary (ItBurd).  Even mutationes (the least 

notable stopping-points) recorded by ItBurd are marked !  This set of maps was produced 

as part of a two-volume project commissioned by the extraordinary aristocrat Agricol 

Fortia d’ Urban (1756-1843),3 but only published posthumously in 1845 at his heir’s 

expense by the Imprimerie Royale, Paris: Recueil des Itinéraires Anciens comprenant l’ 

Itinéraire d’ Antonin, la Table de Peutinger et un choix des périples grecs, avec dix 

cartes dressées par M. le Colonel Lapie.  A quarto ‘text’ volume comprises lists (in four 

columns) of the ‘routes’ in each of these sources in turn, place by place, appending the 

                                                 
1 = Zichoi, Map 84E4 in R.J.A. Talbert (ed.), Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World (Princeton 
and Oxford, 2000). 
2 BAtlas 9C5 to 81C2. 
3 M. Michaud (ed.), Biographie Universelle vol. 14 (Paris, 1856), 429-32. 
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modern equivalent name where possible, and stating the distance figure for each stretch 

as it appears in Roman numerals in the source, together with the arabic-numeral 

equivalent, as well as the actual distance on the ground in Roman miles (arabic figures) 

as calculated by Lapie. (cf. Fig. 1 at the end) reproduces a sample page. The Peutinger Map 

section (pp. 197-320) takes Rome as its starting-point, and comprises 235 numbered 

routes; it is followed, moreover, by an alphabetical listing of those names to be found on 

the Map which are detached from its route network. 

 

The Préface to the text volume – signed by Emmanuel Miller (1812-1886) – states (p. 

I) that Lapie’s maps “....devaient être mises en rapport avec le texte, et représenter toutes 

les positions, toutes les localités, toutes les dénominations géographiques contenues dans 

l’ Itinéraire d’Antonin, dans la Table de Peutinger et dans les Périples grecs.” Miller 

elaborates further (p. XVIII): 

“L’atlas joint à cette édition se compose de neuf feuilles, qui peuvent être réunies en 
une seule, représantant tout l’empire romain, avec l’indication de toutes les 
dénominations géographiques comprises dans cette collection des itinéraires.  Une 
dixième feuille est spécialement destinée à Marcien d’Heraclée et à Isidore de Charax; 
elle a déjà paru à la suite de mon Supplément des Petits Géographes.”4 
 

Because of their larger size, Lapie’s maps were issued in their own folio volume, and 

the nine do indeed form a 3 x 3 set (numbered 1-9 in horizontal sequence) that can readily 

be assembled to form one piece. To view each individual map, open the first of the two 

tiff files in grayscale (file 1). To view the assembled set, open the second of these files 

(file 2).5 Each map is a bi-folio sheet with a single vertical fold, printed on one side only, 

                                                 
4 The tenth (unnumbered) map is the same size as the other nine, but otherwise a quite separate and 
elaborate item entitled “TABULA exhibens loca a MARCIANO HERACLEOTA ISIDOROque 
CHARACENO memorata,” with six insets.  As Miller indicates, it is a revision of the map which he had 
already published to accompany his edition (Paris, 1839) of the Greek geographical writers named and 
others; see further the Introduction générale to D. Marcotte, Géographes Grecs I, Paris, 2000 (Budé series), 
CLX and n. 310. 
5 Multiple thanks to Harvard University: David A. Cobb (Harvard Map Collection) arranged for the set of 
maps held by Andover Theological Library (Divinity School) to be scanned by the Digital Imaging 
Graphics Department (Widener Library).  This set has suffered some foxing.  I am grateful to Jeffrey A. 
Becker (Ancient World Mapping Center, UNC, Chapel Hill) for assembling it and supervising a trial 
printout; inevitably, a perfect fit cannot be achieved at every point. PLEASE NOTE: For technical 

reasons, all maps are in Volume II of the Festschrift. The tiff-files are only included on the 

“Sonderdruck-DVD” for the participants. (The Editors) 
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with no overlap of coverage, and with a conspicuous border drawn to mark the edges of 

the set. Map coverage is as much as 51.5 cm wide x 37.5 on a sheet. Assembled, the nine 

sheets span approximately 150 cm wide by 109, within which some space is reserved for 

insets, explanatory data, etc.  The prime meridian for the graticule runs through Paris.  

Rendering of elevation is limited, but mountain ranges are shown by hachuring.  Only 

ancient names are marked, very legibly engraved however tiny they may be.6 It is striking 

that an attempt is made – in accordance with the listing mentioned above – to mark even 

names and notices on the Peutinger Map that are detached from its route network. 

 

Top left on sheet 1 appears the heading: 

ORBIS ROMANUS AD ILLUSTRANDA ITINERARIA ANTONINI 
BURDIGALENSE TABULAM PEUTINGERIANAM PERIPLOS ITINERARIA 
MARITIMA DELINEATUS A P. LAPIE GEOGRAPHO IN COMITATU REGIO 
MILITARI CHILIARCHA IN ADMINISTRAT RER BELLIC COLL TOPOGRAPH 
PRAEFECTO LUTETIAE A M DCCC XXXIIII, 
 

and, in tiny letters underneath, “Flahaut sculpt.”7 At the top of sheet 3, scalebars for the 

main map are presented in as many as eight different units: Miliaria Romana; Leucae 

Gallicae; Stadia quorum 700 intra unius Gradus spatium continentur; Stadia Olympica; 

Parasangae Persicae; Schoeni Aegyptiaci; Milliaria (sic) Judaica. No scale figure is stated 

for the map (nor for any of the insets), but it is in fact approximately 1:3,400,000. The top 

right corner of sheet 3 is occupied by a large inset “URBS cum adjacentibus regionibus” 

with a scalebar in Roman miles and no graticule; this inset’s scale is approximately 

1:1,000,000. Immediately below is a tiny inset, without title or scalebar, that covers 

Atella-Cumae-Aenaria ins.-Neapolis; its scale is approximately 1:800,000. On sheet 6 the 

width of the main map is slightly reduced to accommodate a ‘bleed’ towards the bottom 

right, 2.6 cm in width, which extends the coverage to Ctesiphon and Babylon, as well as 

                                                 
6 On the continuing preference for engraved maps, with all their associated labor and expense, long after 
lithography had become demonstrably cheaper and more efficient during the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century, see R.J.A. Talbert, “Carl Müller (1813-1894), S. Jacobs, and the making of classical maps in Paris 
for John Murray,” Imago Mundi 46 (1994) 128-50, esp. 144. 
7 In J. French (1-2) and V. Scott (3-4) (eds.), Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers, 4 vols, revised ed. 
(Riverside, CT, 1999-2004), the entries s.v. Flahaut reveal that two individuals divulging no more than this 
single name engraved many of Lapie’s maps between the 1820s and 1840s; at least one (“Mlle”) was 
female. 
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to Vologesia. Sheet 7 only continues coverage of the main map at its very top (as far 

south as Autolole in Africa).  Otherwise it accommodates a substantial reduced-scale 

map8 (with graticule) which ranges from Amastris to the mouths of the Ganges; the scale 

is approximately 1:11,000,000. 

 

At bottom right on sheet 8 there appears the key to the eight styles in which route 

linework is drawn throughout: 

Itinerarium Antonini; Burdigalense; Tabula Peutingeriana 
Itin Ant; Tab. Peuting. 
Itin. Antonini 
Tabula Peutingeriana 
Itin Burdigal et Anton 
Itin Burdigalense 
Itin Burdigal; Tab Peuting 
Viae Romanae, de quibus silent scriptores veteres.9 
 

Inevitably, the eight variants are not all easy to differentiate, because the linework is 

thin and its presentation in color impractical (even so, purchasers could add color 

themselves). A further challenge to the user is the fact that in some regions – Italy and 

Crete, to name but two – the quantity of data to be accommodated pushes both the chosen 

scale and the engraver’s skill to their limits. In addition naturally, as with any map, there 

is scope for disagreement about rendering of landscape, placement of names and routes, 

and so forth.10 As always, too, new findings created constant pressure for revision. Indeed 

the Préface explains that revision was undertaken for North Africa and Asia Minor even 

before the maps were issued (meantime sheet 1 at least, dated 1834, had already been 

produced). 

 

                                                 
8 TABULA ASIAE INTERIORIS AD EXPLANATIONEM TABULAE PEUTINGERIANAE 
MARCIANI HERACLEOTAE ISIDORI CHARACENI. Scalebars for only three units are offered here: 
Milliaria (sic) Romana; Stadia; Parasangae Persicae. 
9 Despite the potential for confusion, no reference is made to the fact that this style of linework is also used 
to trace the crossings of open water that occur in ItAnt and ItBurd, together with some others. How and 
why only these latter crossings were chosen for inclusion eludes me.  In particular, the Itinerarium 
Maritimum is not followed systematically.  To be sure, inclusion of its coastal routes would often create 
acute difficulties of presentation where there is already no practical alternative to placing the names of 
many coastal settlements in open water. 
10 Tony would be the first to query the naming of the Antonine Wall as Vallum Severi ! 
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Such concern to keep up-to-date only underlines the favorable reputation enjoyed by 

the experienced cartographer, Col. Pierre Lapie (1777-1850),11 not to mention that of the 

classical scholars led by Emmanuel Miller who supplied the ancient data. In retrospect, 

we may consider them all unduly modest about the ambitious and pathbreaking character 

of their collaborative achievement.  The standard edition of the itineraries in the 1830s, 

by Peter Wesseling,12 was a century old, and it neither referred to maps nor provided any. 

As to the Peutinger Map, only one complete commentary had achieved publication, by 

Mathias Peter Katancsich (1750-1825).13 He, too, creates routes (but omits to number 

them) comparable to the 235 organized by Miller.  He also attempts to determine the 

modern equivalent name and location of places marked by the Map, demonstrating 

cartographic awareness for the purpose. But he provides no maps beyond an engraving of 

the Peutinger Map itself, and he reflects eighteenth-century knowledge at best, because 

his work, although completed by 1803, was not published for a further twenty years. 

Hence Lapie’s production of a large, modern representation of the Roman world on 

which the Peutinger Map’s routes, as well as those of the Antonine Itinerary and 

Bordeaux Itinerary, are all traced in detail and integrated is an extraordinary advance. 

None of this data had been mapped out thus before, nor has a map been produced since 

which features it all. 

********** 

 

Reference is duly made to Lapie’s map volume by Carl Müller – for many years a 

Paris resident – in his Geographi Graeci Minores especially.14 Further use of it by him 

would no doubt have been evident too, had he ever brought to publication the projected 

third volume of this work, or his edition of the Peutinger Map which supposedly was 

                                                 
11 M. Michaud (ed.), Biographie Universelle vol. 23 (Paris, n.d.), 228-29 (by A. Maury). Lapie, it should be 
appreciated, was no classical scholar, and made historical maps strictly on the basis of data supplied to him: 
see W. Goffart, Historical Atlases: the First Three Hundred Years, 1570-1870 (Chicago, 2003), 15, 386. 
12 Vetera Romanorum Itineraria, sive Antonini Augusti Itinerarium, Itinerarium Hierosolymitanum, et 
Hieroclis Grammatici Synecdemus (Amsterdam, 1735).   
13 Orbis Antiquus ex Tabula Itineraria quae Theodosii Imp et Peutingeri Audit ad systema geographiae 
redactus et commentario illustratus (2 vols, Buda, 1824-25). 
14 2 vols, Paris, 1855 and 1861; see further Talbert, op. cit. in n. 6 above. 
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close to completion by the early 1870s.15 As it is, studies of the Peutinger Map as well as 

of the Antonine and Bordeaux Itineraries have all but ignored Lapie’s unique 

contribution. The edition of the itineraries published by Gustav Parthey and Moritz 

Pinder in 184816 to replace those of Wesseling and Miller does refer in its Index to 

modern equivalent names for ancient places proposed by Lapie, and it also offers its own 

lithographed map drawn by Parthey with a single inset (“Viae ex Urbe exeuntes” at 

1:840,000). The 1:11,000,000 scale for the main map, however, is so small that the less 

notable stopping-points cannot be shown.  The few stretches of route traversed only in 

ItBurd are identified as such, but not the routes covered by both ItBurd and ItAnt, nor 

most routes which require an open-water crossing. Printing in one color is a welcome 

enhancement, but it might have proved more useful to employ this blue to highlight route 

linework rather than shorelines and the course of the Tiber. 

 

At the end of his long Realencyclopädie entry ‘Itinerarien’ published in 1916,17 

Wilhelm Kubitschek mentions Parthey’s map and those of Lapie only to dismiss all of 

them brusquely as unusable: 

“Die Route von ItBurd hat Parthey in seine Übersichtskarte zum ItAnt mit 
hineingezeichnet, aber in so unglücklicher Technik, dass sie unverwendbar bleiben 
musste.  Die Karte von Lapie ist aus demselben Grunde, eben durch dieselbe Art von 
Verquickung mit dem ItAnt unbrauchbar.” 
 

More damaging for the long term has been the absence of any mention of Lapie’s 

maps in the 1929 Teubner edition of the itineraries by Otto Cuntz, which remains 

standard.18 The map accompanying this edition, drawn by Cuntz himself, is at a 

somewhat larger scale (1:10,000,000) than Parthey’s and adds some open-water routes, 

but otherwise amounts to no more than an inferior version of his. Cuntz does not employ 

                                                 
15 So he claims himself with reference to Map 29 Asia Minor in the ‘Sources and Authorities for the Maps’ 
section of W. Smith and G. Grove (eds.), Atlas of Ancient Geography Biblical and Classical .... (London, 
1872-1874). 
16 Itinerarium Antonini Augusti et Hierosolymitanum (Berlin). 
17 RE 9. 2308-63 at 2363.  Attention is still drawn to Lapie’s set of maps, however, in F. Cabrol and H. 
Leclercq (eds.), Dictionnaire d’archéologie chrétienne et de liturgie VII (Paris, 1927), s.v. Itinéraires, col. 
1861 [by Leclercq]. 
18 Itineraria Romana I: Itineraria Antonini Augusti et Burdigalense (Leipzig).  Cuntz’s text of ItBurd (only) 
is revised by P. Geyer, 1-26 in Itineraria et Alia Geographica (CCSL 175), Turnholt, 1965. 
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color, dispenses with Parthey’s inset altogether, and omits most rivers along with the 

many names of peoples and regions. 

 

Predictably enough, even the most intensive recent analyses of the itineraries make no 

reference at all to Lapie.19  Nor does Bernd Löhberg, the first scholar since Lapie to map 

the routes of the Antonine Itinerary (only) on a modern representation of the Roman 

empire.20 Löhberg takes maps from the Barrington Atlas (2000) as his base, reproduces 

them in full color, and highlights the relevant routes most conspicuously in red.21 The 

result – published in 2006 – underscores his creative ability to harness recent 

developments in digital technology. Even so, users might wish that he would dare to 

advance further by issuing an electronic version too, where the individual printed pages 

of maps were mosaiced together, and at one scale. Meantime, constant recourse to the 

Strassen- und Blattübersicht22 is required in order to follow longer routes through 152 

maps from the Barrington Atlas presented on 140 pages, with many insets, and frequent 

shifts of scale between 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000. No map extends beyond a single page, 

with approximately 16.5 cm wide x 25.2 the maximum frame. 

********** 

 

In the case of the Peutinger Map, Ernest Desjardins attempted to replace Katancsich’s 

commentary from 1869, but only brought his coverage of Gaul and Italy to publication in 

fourteen fascicles,23 the last two of them issued in 1874.  Desjardins places no reliance 

upon Lapie, but partially supersedes his work by providing three impressive modern color 

                                                 
19 Especially M. Calzolari, Introduzione allo Studio della Rete Stradale dell’ Italia Romana: L’ Itinerarium 
Antonini, Atti della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei (Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche) 
Memorie Ser. IX vol. VII fasc. 4 (1996) 369-520; and id, “Ricerche sugli itinerari romani. L’ Itinerarium 
Burdigalense,” in Studi in Onore di Nereo Alfieri, 127-89 (Accademia delle Scienze di Ferrara, 1997).  In 
addition, for a variety of perspectives without mention of Lapie, compare B. Salway, “The perception and 
description of space in Roman itineraries,” 181-209 in M. Rathmann (ed.), Wahrnehmung und Erfassung 
geographischer Räume in der Antike (Mainz, 2007), with R.J.A. Talbert, “Author, audience and the Roman 
empire in the Antonine Itinerary,” 264-79 in R. Haensch and J. Heinrichs (eds.), Herrschen und Verwalten: 
Der Alltag der römischen Administration in der Hohen Kaiserzeit (Berlin, 2007). 
20 Das ‘Itinerarium provinciarum Antonini Augusti,’ ein kaiserzeitliches Strassenverzeichnis des Römischen 
Reiches: Überlieferung, Strecken, Kommentare, Karten (2 vols, Berlin, 2006). 
21 However, the opportunity to show where ItAnt routes duplicate one another is not taken. 
22 A loose endpaper at 1:15,000,000.  A duplicate showing only Die Strassen is provided too.  
23 La Table de Peutinger, d’ après l’ original conservé à Vienne ..... (Paris). 
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maps of his own in the last two fascicles, on which the routes in Gaul and Italy are 

traced.24 

 

To date, the only other editor of the Peutinger Map has been Conrad Miller, whose 

coverage in the single volume Itineraria Romana (Stuttgart, 1916) is complete. Like 

Desjardins, Miller offers his own modern base maps, indeed more than 300 of them, but 

they are the most minimal uncolored sketches at varying scales (often unstated), 

dispersed through his volume.25  Modern toponyms are written in a cursive script very 

resistant to decipherment by today’s reader. Above all, there is no comprehensive 

presentation at a uniform scale, nor even a reference to Lapie’s maps except for a single 

bibliographic listing in small print (p. LIII).  The only other reference that Miller makes 

to the work sponsored by Fortia is limited to the correction of some misunderstanding 

that its scope included a revised presentation of the Peutinger Map itself (p. XXV). 

 

Miller was undoubtedly aware of Lapie’s maps, therefore, and of the fact that they 

provided a valuable conspectus of the Peutinger Map’s scope and detail from a modern 

viewpoint. But Miller chose not to draw attention to this contribution, even though his 

own edition failed to offer the equivalent.  This choice on his part – guileless though it 

may have been – has had an unfortunate effect in the long term.  For almost a century 

now, Miller’s edition of the Peutinger Map has generally been assumed to encapsulate 

and supersede all previous scholarship. Earlier work has more and more been ignored in 

consequence, including Lapie’s remarkable set of maps. 

 

The way forward today, as Löhberg has demonstrated, lies with the computer and 

digital technology. These now provide the means to create a modern representation of the 

Roman world at a uniform scale, and to mark on it in layers all the route stretches 

recorded by the Peutinger Map, Antonine Itinerary and Bordeaux Itinerary. The scale can 

                                                 
24 For details, see R. Talbert, “Cartography and taste in Peutinger’s Roman map,” 113-41 in id. and K. 
Brodersen (eds.), Space in the Roman World: its Perception and Presentation (Münster, 2004) at 133. 
25 A set of twelve such sketches is more conveniently brought together, however, in Miller’s revised Die 
Peutingersche Tafel (Stuttgart, 1916).  This work offers a brief overview of Itineraria Romana together 
with a pull-out half-size lithograph of the Peutinger Map; for details, see Talbert, op. cit. in previous note, 
134-35.  
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be instantly adjusted up or down. The layers can be integrated, manipulated and 

superimposed on one another with a clarity and readiness that Lapie strove for, but could 

not attain.  This is the versatile tool that is currently being prepared in connection with 

my own forthcoming presentation of the Peutinger Map. 

 

Richard Talbert 

University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill 

 

 

 

At the same time as arguing here that the study of Roman history would have benefited 

from engagement with Lapie’s map of the empire, I cannot help reflecting on the loss that 

Roman history in North America suffered when Tony returned to Europe after only a 

short period of teaching at Duke University – close neighbor to UNC, Chapel Hill – 

during the 1960s. I was an admirer of Tony’s work long before I ever met him. It was at 

Duke of all places that I first did so, when he returned on a visit to lecture there thirty 

years or so later.  What a privilege and stimulus it would have proved to have him as a 

colleague nearby ! Fun too. 
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Das Bild rechts oben auf der Titelseite von Band I zeigt das römische Hilfstruppenlager 
Vindolanda. (©Foto R. Kröll) 
 
 
Das Bild links unten auf der Titelseite von Band I zeigt die Hadrianmauer, in der Nähe von 
Housesteads (?) (©Foto R. Kröll) 
 
 
Das Bild auf der Rückseite von Band I zeigt Anthony R. Birley (linke Bildseite) auf einer 
Exkursion im Jahr 1966. (©Foto Klaus Wachtel) 
 
 
Die Karte auf der Titelseite von Band II vereint alle einzelnen Karten des Römischen Reiches 
aus P. Lapie (1845) in Originalgröße von 8x6 Metern! (©Richard Talbert) 
 
 
Das Bild auf der Rückseite von Band II zeigt eine Reiterstatue (Kopie) von Markus Aurelius 
in Rom. (©Simone Jawor-Jussen) 
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The copyright of each paper and of the included pictures and maps rests with the individual 
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